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Celebrating Chanukkah
An exciting array of services, events and activities
throughout the festival period are planned for
Chanukkah, the first night of which falls on Thursday
10 December.
Assuming there are no restrictions on entering the
synagogue building, we will be lighting our Menorah
(pictured) designed by the Israeli sculptor Frank Meisler,
and look forward to everyone sharing their chanukkiyot
with us when we gather together via Zoom.
In addition to the Erev Shabbat and Shabbat morning
L’Dor va’Dor Chanukkah services on 11 and 12 December,
we are delighted to announce that The Most Revd Justin
Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury, is joining us, together
with other special guests, for a multi-faith event on the
evening of Thursday 17 December.
Other celebrations include a quiz night and a lighthearted talk on Chanukkah and Christmas by Rabbi
Dr Michael Hilton. On the afternoon of Sunday 13
December, there will be a virtual KIT (Keep In Touch) party.
Full details will be communicated to everyone via
Shalom LJS and the LJS website. We hope you will enjoy
the variety on offer and be able to join us for some, if not
all, the celebrations.
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At their September meeting, the Conference of
Liberal Rabbis and Cantors (CoLRaC) voted to allow
couples, where one of the partners is Jewish and
the other non-Jewish, to hold their mixed faith
blessing underneath a chuppah. Although the vote
was carried, there were a number of abstentions and
the CoLRaC stated that the decision was a matter
of rabbinic discretion and would be determined by
the intention of the couple to create and maintain
a Jewish home and family. As previously, couples
must have a civil marriage ceremony before they
hold their blessing and may not hold their blessing
on Shabbat or festivals.
For more details about either a Jewish marriage
or mixed faith blessing at the LJS, please contact
Rabbis Alexandra Wright and Igor Zinkov.

Congratulations
to Peter Lantos
In the Queen’s
Birthday Honours
List, LJS member
Professor Peter Lantos
was awarded a British
Empire Medal (BEM)
for his services to
Holocaust Education
and Awareness. We offer Peter our sincere
congratulations on this well-deserved honour.
© Atlantic Productions

Chuppahs at Mixed Faith
Blessing Ceremonies

Peter’s highly acclaimed book Parallel lines:
a journey from childhood to Belsen gives an
account of his early years and his personal
experience of the Holocaust.

Bereavements

We extend our sympathy to those who mourn:
Fergus Falk, husband of Vivian, father of
Harriet, Annabel and Sebastian, and brother of
Victor and Gavin
Brenda Foguel, mother of Julia
John Gluckstein, husband of Janet, and father
of Juliet, Mark, Diana and Catherine
Brenda Lebor, mother of Adam and Jason
We also extend our sympathy to Naomi
Goldman and her family on the death of
Naomi’s mother Marian Goldman and to the
family and friends of former LJS member
Margaret Libbert, who died in Canada.

Do you live around Regent’s Park and would you
like to meet with other LJS Members and Friends for
physically distanced walks in the park? Please email
suebolsom@gmail.com for meet-up details.

Community Care

Aviva Shafritz, our Community Care Co-ordinator, is
ready to help with any difficulties our members are
experiencing, including illness and the provision of
care. Email: a.shafritz@ljs.org; Tel: 020 7286 5181

May God comfort you and all who mourn

Membership Renewal 2021
In December, the membership renewal notices will start to be issued to every Member and Friend of
the LJS. We realise that this has been a very challenging six months financially for many people, and
that there are harder times ahead, but now more than ever, the synagogue needs your support so
that we can continue to reach out, connect and engage with all our members.
Please look out for your membership renewal. We look forward to your prompt response. The next issue
of LJS News will outline in more detail the initiatives you are supporting and the benefits you are receiving.
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Shabbat and Festival services: November 2020 to early January 2021

Friday evening services are at 6.45pm. Shabbat morning services are at 11.00am. At the end of each service
on Friday evening and Shabbat morning, congregants are invited to join together for Zoom Kiddush.
DATE

RABBI/SPEAKER AND NOTES

Friday 6 November

Alexandra Wright

Co-led by Bar Mitzvah Charlie Grainger

Shabbat 7 November
Vayera

Alexandra Wright

Bar Mitzvah Charlie Grainger
Remembrance Shabbat

Monday 9 November 7.30pm Dr Barbara Warnock, The Senior Curator and Head of Education at the
Kristallnacht service
Wiener Library
Wiener Library gives a talk following a short service
Friday 13 November

Igor Zinkov

Co-led by Bar Mitzvah Sidney Gruber

Shabbat 14 November
Chayyey Sarah

Alexandra Wright

Bar Mitzvah Sidney Gruber

Friday 20 November

Rachel Benjamin

Co-led by Bat Mitzvah Olivia Sinclair

Shabbat 21 November
Toledot

Rachel Benjamin

Bat Mitzvah Olivia Sinclair

Friday 27 November

Alexandra Wright

Shabbat 28 November
Vayetze

Igor Zinkov

Friday 4 December

Alexandra Wright

Co-led by Bar Mitzvah Theo Frankel

Shabbat 5 December
Vayishlach

Alexandra Wright

Bar Mitzvah Theo Frankel

Friday 11 December
Erev 2nd Night Chanukkah

Alexandra Wright

Please join us with your Chanukkiyot so that we can
kindle the lights together

Shabbat 12 December
Vayeshev/Chanukkah

Igor Zinkov and
Matt Turchin

2nd Day Chanukkah; Human Rights Shabbat
Two concurrent services:
L’Dor va’Dor service co-led by Rimon students
and teachers

Alexandra Wright

Koleinu service

Friday 18 December
Erev 8th Night Chanukkah

Igor Zinkov

Shabbat 19 December
Mikketz

Alexandra Wright

Friday 25 December

Alexandra Wright

Shabbat 26 December
Vayiggash

Igor Zinkov

Friday 1 January 2021

Igor Zinkov

Shabbat 2 January
Va’y’chi

Alexandra Wright

At the time of going to press, we are planning for ‘hybrid’ services: a safe and limited number of people may be admitted
to the Sanctuary; others will be able to access the services online. Our return to the synagogue will be based on
government guidance. Please see our weekly Shalom LJS email for further information nearer the time or telephone the
LJS on 020 7286 5181.
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Rosh Hashanah - a very moving service

LJS member Carolyn Simon tells us of the impact this service made on her
steps forwards at the beginning of the Aleynu. I
am delighted that some knee-bending is making
a comeback, at least for the Bar’chu. In short, I am
secretly a fan of the Psalmist’s approach to prayer:
‘All my bones shall say…’

It is Rosh Hashanah
morning. I am
wearing an elegant
dress and pearls
for only the second
time since March.
However I am not
wearing tights or
shoes. Exceptionally,
I am not going to
synagogue. In this
time of pandemic,
synagogue is coming
to me.

This Rosh Hashanah morning my bones are free
to speak as never before. During the musical
passages, I am dancing balletically (or so I like
to think). During the Torah reading I find myself
miming the Akedah – the story of the binding
of Isaac – in synchrony with the Hebrew words.
When it comes to the sermon, I lie on the floor in
semi supine (a well-known Alexander Technique
position for ‘constructive rest’) and am able to
listen without distraction whilst simultaneously
resting my back.

I have set up our family’s iPad in the sunniest,
most spacious upstairs room of our house, the
one with the best garden view. At 11.00am the
LJS service, streamed via YouTube, goes live.
Meanwhile my husband Michael and my brotherin-law Paul are in the dining room, watching
the Alyth Reform Synagogue service on our son
Reuben’s laptop. I had expected that Reuben
would join one or other of these prayer options,
but he is in bed with a bad cold.

When the service ends, I am feeling spiritually
uplifted (normal) and physically enlivened
(unprecedented). I go downstairs. I assume the
Alyth live-stream has finished too, as I can hear
Michael and Paul talking. But no, their service is
still in progress. As might happen in an Orthodox
shul, Michael and Paul are chatting! In fact, the
evidence on the dining room table suggests that
they have been sipping tea and eating honey
cake! There is no one else to be disturbed.

So I am on my own for the Morning Service – and
this turns out to be completely liberating! One
change from normal is that I have a glass of water
at hand. A more significant change is that I can
move freely whenever the urge takes me.

The main reason I found Rosh Hashanah 5781 so
uplifting and so refreshing has nothing to do with
my glass of water or my delight in being able to
move. It is because those tasked with planning
and running the first live-streamed, Covid-19
secure High Holy Day services in the history of
the LJS rose to the challenge with such amazing
commitment, talent and creativity.

I lived my teenage and early adult years primarily
‘from the neck up’. That is, I was a fairly cerebral
person, disconnected from my body. In my early
thirties I redressed this imbalance and trained
as an Alexander Technique Teacher, a mindbody specialist. Whereas others might complain
about ‘all that standing up and sitting down’ in
regular High Holy Day services, I enthusiastically
embraced these opportunities to move. I looked
wistfully at the movement rituals embedded
in Orthodox services but excised by Liberal
Judaism’s early religious leaders: for example,
rising onto one’s toes to sing ‘Kaddosh, Kaddosh,
Kaddosh’; taking three steps back and then three

Some examples:
Q: How to provide all the benefits of having the
English and Hebrew prayers on screen (and, where
helpful, a transliteration too), and yet still create
the ‘feel’ of an actual book?
A: Use a ‘turning page’ special effect for
transitions.
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Q: How to observe social distancing whilst opening
the Ark?
A: Rabbi Alex opens one door and then steps
away. Rabbi Igor approaches the Ark to open the
second door.
Q: How to mark the fact that this has been an
extraordinary and frightening year, marked by ‘loss
and illness, uncertainty and loneliness … but also
gratitude and love’?
A: Substitute the page that precedes the Avinu
Malkenu with a pitch perfect new prayer to be
read in front of the open Ark.
Q: How to help online ‘congregants’ feel close to
the Torah, even though they may be on the other
side of the world?

iv) As i) above, allowing me time to work out
the significance of venues ii) and iii), as symbols
of Malchuyot (sovereignty) and Zichronot
(remembrance) respectively. Genius!

A: Suspend a ‘Torah-cam’ above the open scroll.

Q: How, amidst all this change and creativity, to
ensure meaningful continuity with the past?
A: Age-old prayers, familiar melodies, the
backdrop of our beautiful Sanctuary AND Lee
Montague! I confess I was very moved when
Lee appeared on screen via Zoom to read the
Haftarah.
Technical wizardry enabled the LJS to uphold
its reputation for glorious choral music, even
in this time of social distancing. Singers – from
both the Professional and (as per another Rosh
Hashanah tradition) the Members’ Choirs –
supplied recordings of themselves. Then ‘magic’
was applied at the editing stage, with thrillingly
beautiful results.

Q: How to ensure the reading desk stays Covidsafe?
A: The reader discreetly cleans it with a
disinfectant wipe before returning to her seat.
Q: How to make sure the central Rosh Hashanah
mitzvah of hearing the shofar has due impact,
even though the shofar can’t be blown live in the
Sanctuary?

To everyone involved in making this miracle of
a Rosh Hashanah service happen – particularly
Rabbis Alex and Igor, Audio Editor Graham
Carpenter, Director of Music Cathy Heller Jones
and the singers and musicians – I would like to say
a heartfelt ‘shkoyach’ and THANK YOU.

A: i) Pre-record Jan Ruiz-Daum in the Sanctuary,
blowing a spectacularly long and curly shofar.
ii) Pre-record Jan blowing the shofar in front of
a grand building. Wait! Isn’t that Buckingham
Palace?

For all that I loved this Rosh Hashanah at home,
my prayer – with apologies for mixing my
machzor with my haggadah – is: ‘Next year in St
John’s Wood. Next year in a land redeemed.’

iii) Pre-record Jan blowing the shofar in front of
the Cenotaph.

Carolyn Simon
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Celebrating Sukkot and Simchat Torah
Although the festivals of Sukkot and Simchat Torah could not be celebrated in time-honoured
tradition, we were given the opportunity to experience them in new and meaningful ways.
During the Sukkot service, Rabbi Igor Zinkov
quoted from My Destination, a short story by the
German-speaking Czech Jewish writer, Franz
Kafka. It features a character who doesn’t know
where he is going when he sets off on his horse;
but he does know that his destination is ‘away
from here’.

robin; and Hilary Totterman’s mini-sukkah with
figurines of Isaac and Rebecca explaining the
mitzvah of building a booth.
Celebrating Simchat Torah was always going
to be a challenge given that dancing with the
Torah scrolls round the Sanctuary was not an
option. But our rabbis came up with ingenious
alternatives which more than compensated for
this. Those attending the Friday evening service
were treated to an absolutely riveting session in
which Rabbi Alex interviewed the soferet (female
Torah scribe) Avielah Barclay. Using visual aids,
Avielah described the fascinating and painstaking
calligraphic process, and also made us aware
of the myriad religious instructions on the
preparation and execution of this sacred task. It
was a revelation.

Jews are commanded to build frail, temporary
booths and live in them for seven days. The Torah
tells us it is a reminder of the exodus from Egypt,
and also that it is a celebration of the end of the
agricultural year. Many other reasons have been
given by rabbis and scholars for spending time
in our sukkot: a better awareness of nature; the
spiritual experience of contemplation; a sense of
what it is to be homeless; the opportunity to go
out of our permanent structures. It is our annual
journey ‘away from here’, to use Kafka’s phrase,
preparing us for the unexpected and making us
aware of the fragility of all material things.

The service the following morning featured Rabbis
Alex and Igor as the Kallat Torah and Chatan
Bereishit, with Rabbi Alex, as is her custom, reading
her own poems before the readings of the end
of Deuteronomy and the beginning of Genesis.
The big surprise was Rabbi Alex’s rap inspired by
Rabbi Igor’s new-found enthusiasm for rap after
seeing the show ‘Hamilton’. Although not the most
likely rap artist, Rabbi Alex’s delivery was totally
convincing and we all clapped along to the rhythm.

As part of the service we watched a beautiful short
film sequence of members of our community
in their own form of sukkah: Rabbi Alexandra
Wright in the sukkah she builds every year in her
garden; Merula Frankel in her favourite spot by
the stream at the bottom of her garden, where she
likens the gunnera leaves to a sukkah; Mathilde
Herz on her balcony, where she has a tree, and is
growing flowers, grapes and strawberries; Ann and
Bob Kirk, enjoying the view from their balcony,
welcoming a guest (as the Torah commands us)
even in these times of coronavirus – a friendly

This was followed by the inspired idea of five
LJS members telling us about their personal
connection to a particular passage within the
Torah, and the meaning it held for them. The
speakers were Peter Lantos, Max Loble, Dalia
Gelfer, William Carver and Christine Stevenson,
and each spoke most thoughtfully and eloquently
on their chosen passage. This was a deeply
moving experience, and entirely in the spirit of
celebrating the joy of the Torah.
You can watch Avielah Barclay’s talk on the LJS
YouTube Channel: https://youtu.be/iFK8Iee7rbw
and the five Torah talks:
https://youtu.be/mjSN0auOOcQ
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Council Report

‘Blown away with the love and care’
outlined previously, these are challenging
times financially. We are struggling to collect
all the membership subscriptions. The reasons
are partly that so much is free online, and also
that people forget we still have to pay staff and
maintain a large building, even if we are not
using it in the way we were previously. Some of
our expenses have increased: for example, we
have had to invest in technology to ensure good
quality live streaming from the sanctuary. This
year there were no visitors’ tickets for the High
Holy Days, and although we received £2,000 in
online donations, that is very little in comparison
with money from previous years’ ticket sales. At
the end of September, the predicted end of the
financial year shortfall was £125,000 in income.
Council debated whether 2020 was going to
be a one-off year, but also whether the way we
finance the synagogue will need to change; we
cannot rely on membership subscriptions in the
way we have in the past.

These words,
voiced by one of our
Trustees, expressed
the thoughts
of everyone at
October’s Council
meeting on hearing
of the recent work of
the Community Care
staff and volunteers.
Aviva Shafritz, our
Community Care
Co-ordinator,
and Angela Camber, Chair of the ‘4 Cs’ (the
Community Care Co-ordinating Committee),
outlined the projects being undertaken to ensure
the community is supported.
A particular concern has been how to keep those
people who are without the internet connected
to all that the synagogue is providing; there are
about 150 Members in this situation. They are
being phoned regularly, and receive copies of
the newsletter by post, rather than online.
Children from Rimon, our religion school, also
sent Rosh Hashanah cards. Council suggested
ideas to help this group to access our services,
such as through a phone link (which one
Member is already doing) and by the provision
of electronic tablets, encouraging people’s
younger relatives to help connect them.

As if to highlight the costs of running the
LJS, David Davidson, Chair of the Cemetery
Committee, described some of the work
needing to be undertaken at the synagogue’s
cemetery in Pound Lane. Council considered
the maintenance and improvements needed,
including enhancing the planting and increasing
the space for cremations. A decision was taken
to renew the toilets; these have recently been
closed because of the problem of cleaning them
to the standard required to make them COVID
safe. We discussed whether we should rebuild or
refurbish the toilets, and while these options are
being explored, it was agreed to install portaloos
for the coming winter.

Being part of a community is more than just
participating in services, and Council heard
of one example: Singing for the Mind is now
meeting weekly online. Possible ideas for the
future were put forward, including a virtual KIT
tea party and signposting to support agencies.

Council congratulated the rabbis for the services
which are now coming from the sanctuary.
They give a wonderful sense of spirituality and
community, whether we are participating online
or in the building.

Council expressed its thanks to Aviva and
Angela, and to the volunteers, for their
remarkable commitment.
Members of Council turned their attention to
other key issues in running the LJS during these
difficult months. This included an ongoing
analysis of the synagogue’s income. As I have

Sue Head,
Chairman of Council
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The LJS in wartime
LJS member Jenny Nathan tells us about the fateful night in November 1940 when the LJS
was hit by a 1000lb bomb, and reflects on the three occasions our building has been closed.
Dr Mattuck’s biretta-style cap which moved up and
down so vehemently with his energetic oratory.

On 4 August
1940 my
parents, Eric
and Joan
Abrahams
(pictured), were
married at the
LJS, my father in
army uniform.
On 7 September
the Blitz started
in London and
continued
relentlessly
for 56 days.
One of those
nights was 1 November 1940 when the LJS was
badly damaged by a bomb. The next morning
Sir Pelham Warner, Chairman of the Marylebone
Cricket Club (MCC), came over from Lord’s to see
our then Rabbi, Dr Israel Mattuck, generously
offering a venue for services. My husband,
Michael, remembers going to services and a Seder
night dinner in the tavern at Lord’s.

St John’s Wood was badly damaged by bombing
during the war, the worst being in 1944 when
a doodlebug destroyed a whole five-storey
building in Wharncliffe Gardens killing 26 people.
Audrey Durrant and Frank Knight, members
of the Out & About club who lived in St John’s
Wood throughout the war, remember that
terrible day. Frank relates how every night he
and his family would go down to the platforms at
Edgware Road station where they slept in bunk
beds, and sometimes, if a train had gone through
the station during the night carrying soldiers,
he would wake up to find pennies on his pillow
which had been thrown out by the soldiers who
saw the children sleeping there.
It seems hard to believe that three times in
my lifetime the LJS has been unable to use its
building: firstly due to the war, secondly between
1988 and 1991 when it was being rebuilt,
and now due to the pandemic. Each time the
community has pulled together and has become
stronger and eager to look to the future in new
and different ways.

Thus began a warm relationship between Lord’s
and the LJS. When Rabbi Dr David Goldberg was
Senior Rabbi at the LJS he told many amusing
cricket tales including the day he arrived to find
the coach for the West Indies cricket team parked
in the forecourt of the LJS. He decided that he
would come to an agreement which was that he
should receive some tickets for the Test Match and
also a cricket bat signed by the whole team for
his son Rupert. This was duly done, and David’s
widow, Carole Goldberg, reports that she still has
this precious bat in her home.

Earlier this year most of us had never even
heard of Zoom; now we regularly use it to
communicate and see our friends and families.
Our services are live-streamed, and although we
would prefer to meet our friends at the services,
we are delighted they can be watched by people
all over the world. We have been thrown into a
bewildering new world which we hope may bring
a less frantic way of life, a healthier environment,
and highlight the importance of keeping in touch
with friends and family.

In 1947 a special service was held in the damaged
building before it was closed for repair. I was four
years old and remember looking up at the large
hole in the ceiling above the gallery at the back
of the building and watching the pigeons flying in
and out. I was also mesmerised by the tassel on

Jenny Nathan
Please see page 16 to read Dr Israel Mattuck’s
account of the bombing in the LJS newsletter
of November 1940.
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The Lessons of Chanukkah
Light in dark times: physical and spiritual responses to a crisis
was to light candles. They taught that the precept
of Chanukkah requires one light for a person and
their household; the zealous kindle a light for each
member of the household; and as for the extremely
zealous, Beit Shammai say that we light eight
candles on the first night, and then one less each
night, but Beit Hillel begin with one candle on the
first night, and gradually increase to eight.

What do governments
do in times of crisis?
Governments around
the world have reacted
very differently to the
threat of coronavirus.
The health protection
measures are broadly
the same, but the
extent and the manner
of how they are
implemented are very
different. There seems
no doubt that the most
successful governments in tackling the crisis have
either been very authoritarian, compelling good
behaviour, or very liberal, managing to bring about
a consensus. Back in March, when we had the first
lockdown in the UK, nearly everyone was anxious to
comply, but by the autumn, a lot of that consensus
had broken down.

These two responses are profoundly different
in scope and effect: that of the Maccabees was
practical and all consuming; that of the rabbis
was symbolic. We follow the school of thinking
called Beit Hillel and light one more candle each
day, symbolising the returning light at a time of
darkness. This symbolism recognises that there are
events we cannot alter, terrible though they may be.
But we can keep up our hope.

Although we cannot defeat Covid-19 by lighting
candles, neither can we simply take up arms against
a virus. We need to combine both responses. We
can fight the virus in the labs,
Our festival of Chanukkah
do all the scientific research
offers us two very different
possible, but until we have a
responses to a crisis. The first
vaccine, we as a society are
response is the story of the
dependent on everyone’s
Maccabees who fought back
sensible behaviour. The
against oppression. When the
war may be fought by the
oppressor Antiochus lifted
researchers, but the battle for
his evil decrees, they went
common sense has to be won
on fighting until they had
differently. Lighting candles
recovered the Temple.
is about keeping hope alive.
And when they had recovered
Lighting candles at the darkest
the Temple, they still went
time of year, one more each
© Lighting the menorah / / Lebrecht Authors / Bridgeman Images
on fighting until they had
night, is a way of asking for
recovered their political independence. The
light to return, teaching us that just as the darkest
Maccabees were both religiously and politically
nights of the year will not last, so too the pandemic
militant. They succeeded in their aims, and to this
is bound to have an end, and that what we need
day we celebrate their victory.
is hope. When the light of our lives is dimmed by
disease, the light of love and comfort, the light of
Our rabbis had a very different response to their
the spirit, can begin to glow, very dimly at first, but
own time of trouble during the Jewish-Roman
gradually, little by little, becoming brighter as time
wars. Armed with only their academies and their
goes on.
words, they couldn’t fight back to achieve political
independence, notwithstanding Bar Kokhba’s
Rabbi Dr Michael Hilton, Scholar in Residence
final stand at Betar in 135 CE. The rabbis’ response
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Food for Chanukkah
Chanukkah commemorates a victory and the re-dedication of the desecrated Temple. The victory is
that of a small band of Jews led by Judah Maccabeus in their battle against the Syrian Hellenists and
the oppressive reign of King Antiochus Epiphanes in 165 BCE. When the victorious Judah returned to
Jerusalem to find a sacked and burned Temple, there was only one cruse of oil containing the pure
consecrated olive oil which still had the High Priest’s seal. And although it should only have lasted
one day, it lasted eight, allowing the priests to cleanse the Temple precincts while they prepared new
supplies of holy oil.
The miracle of the oil is symbolised in Jewish homes by the kindling of eight lights.
In The Book of Jewish Food, the cookbook writer and anthropologist, Claudia Roden, explains the role
which oil plays in the food we eat during Chanukkah:
The miracle of the oil is remembered in the kitchen with the abundant quantities used to deep-fry the
traditional Chanukkah treats. The Ashkenazim eat potato latkes (grated potato fritters). In Israel they
make soufganioth or ponchkes (jam-filled doughnuts). The Sephardim eat fritters in syrup variously
called zalabia, loukoumades, sfenj and yoyos. Italians eat chicken pieces dipped in batter and deep-fried.
Moroccans eat couscous with chicken that has been deep-fried rather than boiled.
A ‘flaming tea’ ceremony, which celebrates the burning light, is an old Chanukkah custom of Russian Jews.
Everybody puts a lump of sugar in a spoon, pours brandy over it, then sets it alight and drops it in a glass of tea.
Another Chanukkah custom practised since the Middle Ages is to eat dairy foods. This is in tribute to
Judith, who saved her besieged city – Bethulia, in Judea – from the enemy Holofernes. According to
the story, he was in love with her. One night she served him a salty cheese, which made him thirsty, so
that he drank a lot of wine. When he fell into a drunken stupor, she cut his head off with a sword. To
commemorate her action, Ashkenazim eat foods with curd cheese and sour cream, such as cheese
blintzes and cheesecake, and Sephardim eat cheese bimuelos. In Morocco, couscous au beurre is
accompanied by milk.

In preparation for Chanukkah, LJS member and professional cook, Shelley Salter, shares
with us one of her latke recipes.

Latkes (makes 12)

The latkes should be about 6cms in diameter.

Ingredients:

Cook straight away before they ferment:
Heat 1cm of oil in a frying pan, cooking for 2
750g potatoes, 1 onion, 1 egg, ½ tsp salt/pepper,
2 tbsp matzah meal or flour, vegetable oil for frying minutes on each side until golden; add more oil
when necessary; add more cakes when oil is hot;
Method:
do not overcrowd the pan.
Grate the potatoes in a food processor or by
Drain on kitchen paper.
hand, then squeeze out the excess liquid.
Eat straight away served with sour cream and chives.
Grate the onion.
Tip the drained potatoes and onion in a large
bowl, and add the matzah meal/flour, the egg,
salt and pepper, and mix well together.
Scoop out by hand the mixture (2 tablespoons)
x 12 pressing as much liquid out as possible.
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A brief guide to lighting your chanukkiyah at home
The first candle should be lit on Thursday evening 10 December.
1 On each night of Chanukkah, place the
chanukkiyah where it can be seen clearly, and on
the first night place one candle in the holder for
the shammash (‘servant candle’) and the candle
for the first night in the holder on the far right.

A brief guide to lighting your chanukkiyah at home

2 Turn to one of the readings in the Siddur between
pages 393 and 401 OR follow the simple service
outlined here.

The first candle should be lit on Thursday evening 10 December.
1

On each night of Chanukkah, place the chanukkiyah where it can be seen clearly, and on the first
night place one candle in the holder for the shammash (‘servant candle’) and the candle for the
first night in the holder on the far right.

5 While lighting the candles the following is sung or
read:

Light
the shammash
andatrecite
A brief 3
guide
to lighting
your chanukkiyah
home this prayer

2

Turn to one of the readings in the Siddur between pages 393 and 401 OR follow the simple
service outlined here.
The first candle should be lit on Thursday evening 10 December.
3 Light the shammash and recite this prayer followed by these blessings:
1 On each night of Chanukkah, place the chanukkiyah where it can be seen clearly, and on the first
night place one candle in the holder for the shammash (‘servant candle’) and the candle for the
i)
first night in the holder on the far right.

followed by these blessings:

Ha-nerot halalu anachnu madlikin al ha-nissim v’al
ha-t’shuot, v’al ha-nifla-ot she-asita la’avoteynu
v’chol shemonat y’mei Chanukkah ha-nerot halalu
kodesh; v’eyn lanu r’shut l’hishtamesh ba-hem, ella
lirotam bilvad, k’dei l’hodot l’shim’cha al nissecha
v’al nifl’otecha v’al y’shuotecha.

i)
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We kindle these lights in remembrance of the
wonderful deliverance You performed for our
ancestors. During all the eight days of Chanukkah
these lights are sacred; we are enjoined not to use
them but only to gaze upon them, so that their glow
may move us to give thanks for Your wonderful acts
of deliverance.

shel Chanukkah.
Baruch attah Adonai, Eloheynu melech ha-olam, she-asah nissim la’avoteynu ba-yamim ha-hem
We
praise i)You,
Eternal God, Sovereign of the Universe, You sanctify us by Your commandments, and
u’vaz’man
ha-zeh.
enjoin us to kindle the Chanukkah lights.
We praise You, Eternal God, Sovereign of the Universe, You performed wonders for our ancestors in
days of old, at this season.
ii)
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Ma’oz tzur yeshuati, l’cha na’eh l’shabbeach,
Tikkon beyt t’fillati, v’sham todah n’zabbeach,
L’et tashbit mat’be’ach v’tzar ha-m’nabbeach,
Az egmor b’shir mizmor, chanukkat ha-miz’be’ach.
Rock of Ages, let our song
Praise Your wondrous saving power,
You amid the raging foes,
Were our safe and sheltering tower.
Furious, they assailed us,
But your arm availed us,
And Your word
Broke their sword
When our own strength failed us.
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Ha-nerot halalu anachnu madlikin al ha-nissim v’al ha-t’shuot, v’al ha-nifla-ot she-asita la’avoteynu
We praise You, Eternal God, Sovereign of the Universe: You have kept us alive, sustained us and
v’chol shemonat y’mei Chanukkah ha-nerot halalu kodesh; v’eyn lanu r’shut l’hishtamesh ba-hem,
enabled us to reach this season.
ella lirotam bilvad, k’dei l’hodot l’shim’cha al nissecha v’al nifl’otecha v’al y’shuotecha.
4 Light the first candle. On subsequent nights insert a new shammash and an additional candle for
eachattah
night Adonai,
starting Eloheynu
at the right-hand
side, but shehecheyanu,v’kiyy’manu,
always light from left to right.
Baruch
melech ha-olam,
v’higgiyanu laz’man hazeh.
5 While lighting the candles the following is sung or read:
We praise You, Eternal God, Sovereign of the Universe: You have kept us alive, sustained us and
Ha-nerot
anachnu
enabled halalu
us to reach
this madlikin
season. al ha-nissim v’al ha-t’shuot, v’al ha-nifla-ot she-asita la’avoteynu
v’chol shemonat y’mei Chanukkah ha-nerot halalu kodesh; v’eyn lanu r’shut l’hishtamesh ba-hem,
4 Light the first candle. On subsequent nights insert a new shammash and an additional candle for
ella lirotam bilvad, k’dei l’hodot l’shim’cha al nissecha v’al nifl’otecha v’al y’shuotecha.
each night starting at the right-hand side, but always light from left to right.

Baruch attah Adonai, Eloheynu melech ha-olam,
shehecheyanu, v’kiyy’manu, v’higgiyanu laz’man
ha-zeh.

We praise You, Eternal God, Sovereign of the
Universe: You have kept us alive, sustained us and
Ha-nerotenabled
halalu anachnu
al ha-nissim
v’al season.
ha-t’shuot, v’al ha-nifla-ot she-asita la’avoteynu
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5

6 Eat latkes and doughnuts to recall the vial of oil that
miraculously burned for eight days in the Temple;
play the dreidel game and bet all your chocolate
money away; watch the candles burn down.

While lighting the candles the following is sung or read:

v’chol shemonat y’mei Chanukkah ha-nerot halalu kodesh; v’eyn lanu r’shut l’hishtamesh ba-hem,
ella lirotam bilvad, k’dei l’hodot l’shim’cha al nissecha v’al nifl’otecha v’al y’shuotecha.

4 Light the first candle. On subsequent nights insert
a new shammash and an additional candle for
each night starting at the right-hand side, but
always light from left to right.

7 Give tz’dakah (charitable donations) at this time of
year when so many are lonely.
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Chanukkah Sameach!

The Learning Circle
Adult education classes at the LJS

TUESDAY EVENINGS 7.00 – 8.00pm

Tuesday classes run until 8 December;
Shabbat morning classes run until
12 December.

Classical and Prayer-Book Hebrew for Beginners
Tutor: Susannah Alexander
Have you tried to get your head around Hebrew
letters for years and never achieved success? Or is
Hebrew new and uncharted territory to you, and
you need a friendly, experienced guide to walk
you through your first encounters with the letters?
If so, join this fun and supportive class where we
use a tried-and-tested method to get you reading
faster than you thought possible. Beginning with
Jonathan Romain’s Signs and Wonders, we move
on to a taste of grammar, liturgy and the Bible.

At the time of going to press, classes are
being run online only, and class times relate
to online classes. (Shabbat morning classes
run from 9.45am- 10.45am when held in
the LJS building.) The LJS website and
weekly email, Shalom LJS, give up-to-date
information about classes and class times,
and will provide information about when
classes might re-start in the LJS building.
You can also contact our Education
Co-ordinator, Debi Penhey: education@ljs.org

Moving up in Hebrew
Tutor: Dr Dov Softi
This class is for students who completed the
Absolute Beginners’ Hebrew class which Dov ran
during the Shavuot term. The aim of this class is
to enable students to begin to understand the
Hebrew prayers and songs used in services. Those
joining the class will have basic reading skills, and
we will spend some time each week increasing
reading fluency. We will look at the basics of
Hebrew grammar using the textbook Prayerbook
Hebrew the Easy Way (available for purchase
£27.00) and will build up your vocabulary. The
class will also read key Torah portions.

Sukkot term classes
TUESDAY MORNINGS 11.15am-12.30pm
Tuesday Talk, Texts & Discussion
This friendly group is led by our Rabbis. We study
biblical and rabbinic texts, modern poetry and
short stories, and enjoy sessions on Jewish art
and music. The class is based around discussion
on a variety of different topics, the starting point
being a text, painting, or piece of music. New
students are always welcome.

TUESDAY EVENINGS 5.45 – 6.45pm

Gaining Confidence in Hebrew
Tutor: Dr Sally Gold
If you can read a little Hebrew, no matter
how long ago or how recently, this highly
supportive, informal class will help you to
start reading again. Our reading from the
Siddur (Prayer Book) and Bible is guided and
at your own pace, with questions about the
language and texts encouraged. As you gain
skills and confidence, you will be on the path
towards greater enjoyment and participation
in synagogue services, Bible reading and the
Jewish life-cycle, for which Hebrew is the key.

Reading Joshua
Tutor: Dr Dov Softi
This course aims to increase students’
understanding of Biblical Hebrew. The class will
read key chapters in the Book of Joshua, will
discuss the interactions of the text and how it
fits into the Biblical Hebrew canon. The class will
study the grammatical structure of sentences
as well as extend their Hebrew vocabulary. The
course is suitable for those who can read Hebrew
and wish to practise reading as well as discuss
the meaning of the text.
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Reading the Book of Jonah in Hebrew
Tutor: Rabbi Alexandra Wright
The prophet Jonah is called by God to prophesy
to the Ninevites – the ‘Nazi storm-troopers of the
ancient world’. From the word go, he is a man
on the run, away from his homeland, his people
and his God. But, of course, it’s not that easy
for a man to flee from God, nor from a God who
tampers with the natural world – a storm, a fish,
a gourd, a worm and a driving east wind. This is
a deeply satisfying book to study in Hebrew with
its repetition and word-plays. This class is for
Hebrew readers (at any pace that is comfortable
for you) and will help you with your reading and
understanding of a well-known biblical text.

Wonders to help absolute beginners decode
Hebrew. Classes include a little bit of grammar
and vocabulary, the structure of the liturgy,
plenty of off-topic conversations on Jewish
food, and anything else that helps us have
fun while learning. No previous knowledge is
required. Former students have even gone on to
lead Shabbat morning services!
Inspiring Hebrew Texts
Tutor: Nitza Spiro
These classes enable students to become familiar
with key Biblical texts and prayers which are the
bedrock of Jewish identity. Texts will be read in
Hebrew but discussed in English. Students will
have come across them both in synagogue and
through their representation in art, music and
literature. We approach the texts from historical,
sociological, ethical and ideological perspectives,
exploring the status of women in Jewish source
material in the process.

TUESDAY EVENINGS 8.10 – 9.10pm
Exploring Judaism Tutor: Rabbi Igor Zinkov
Exploring Judaism is for people, including
non-Jewish family members, who wish to
know more about Judaism, Jewish history and the
Jewish people. It is also an essential programme
of instruction for people choosing Judaism by
conversion. Class members are encouraged to
read materials which will be put online during the
year. In addition to offering knowledge of Judaism,
the course encourages practical experiences of
Liberal Judaism and space for reflection within the
group. Resources can be found on:
https://tinyurl.com/ljsexploring
3 November: Exploring the Jewish Bookshelf:
Tanakh and Torah Scroll
10 November: Exploring the Jewish Bookshelf:
Rabbinic Literature
17 November: Exploring the Jewish Bookshelf:
Liturgy and Prayer Book
24 November: The Jewish Calendar, Rosh
Chodesh and Shabbat
1 December: Different Forms of Judaism
8 December: Exploring Chanukkah

GCSE Syllabus in Classical Hebrew
Tutor: Dr Dov Softi
The course aims to develop knowledge and
understanding of ancient literature, values
and society through the study of original texts.
Students will follow the syllabus of the GCSE
in Classical Hebrew, will read and understand
unseen passages of Biblical Hebrew, translate
text from unseen passages into English, and
understand the grammatical structures of
Biblical Hebrew. This course is suitable for those
who can read Hebrew and have some basic
Hebrew vocabulary.
Learning with Texts
Facilitator: Michael Romain
This term we will continue with looking at the
writings of modern Jewish scholars. These
subjects will include: Rabbi Israel Mattuck,
Claude Montefiore, Rabbi Eliezer Berkovits,
Rabbi Albert Friedlander and Professor Ada
Rapoport-Albert. Classes will be led by Rabbis
Alexandra Wright, Igor Zinkov, Michael Hilton,
and Sybil Sheridan, and by lay members of the
class. We welcome new students. If you would
like more information please contact Michael
Romain at: romain@netgates.co.uk

SHABBAT MORNINGS 9.00am – 9.55am
Beginners’ Hebrew
Tutor: Susannah Alexander
This class uses Jonathan Romain’s Signs and
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Announcing a new Tuesday evening short course starting in November
Tuesdays 8.15pm – 9.30pm on Zoom

Racism: Identifying it, Learning about it, Combatting it
10 November

3 November

Jewish history of anti-racism activity

Jewish teaching on racism

with Dr Edie Friedman (Executive Director of
JCORE – the Jewish Council for Racial Equality)

with Rabbi Alexandra Wright

‘And God created human beings in the Divine
Image’: How Jewish texts uphold the principle of
the unity of humanity

17 November

Facts and figures of racism in Britain,
and practical action to combat it

While the Bible contains some harsh comments
about certain tribes (for example, the Amalekites),
overwhelmingly it teaches us not to discriminate
on any grounds and to see humanity as one
people, the children of One God. ‘God stamped
every human being with the seal of Adam, yet not
one of them is like another’ (Mishnah, Sanhedrin
4:5). God made us all different, unique, yet part of
the unity of creation.

with Dr Edie Friedman in conversation with Lord
Simon Woolley, political and equalities activist
24 November

Report of the Board of Deputies inquiry
into racism in the Jewish community

presented by Stephen Bush, head of the
Commission

Register for these sessions at education@ljs.org.
Zoom links will be emailed on the Monday before each class.
Cost: Free for LJS members and friends; £10.00 per session for non-members.

About our guest speakers
Edie Friedman
Dr Edie Friedman was born in
Chicago and moved to the UK more
than 40 years ago. Concerned to
strengthen the link between social
justice and Jewishness, in 1976
she founded the Jewish Council for Racial Equality
(JCORE), of which she is now the executive director.
In 2014 she co-founded Tzelem - the Rabbinic Call
for Economic and Social Justice in the UK.

Lord Woolley is seen as the inspiration and one
of the architects for the United Kingdom’s Race
Disparity Unit and served as the Advisory Chair
since its inception. He received a Knighthood in
the 2019 Birthday Honours for his services to race
equality and was nominated for a life peerage in
the same year.
Stephen Bush
Stephen Bush is a British journalist
and political editor at the New
Statesman. He started his career at
The Telegraph, and has written for
the Financial Times, The Guardian,
Evening Standard, The Times, and has a weekly
column for the i newspaper. In June 2020 Stephen
was appointed to chair the Board of Deputies
of British Jews’ commission on racial inclusivity
within the Jewish community.

Simon Woolley
Lord Simon Woolley is the Director
and one of the founders of
Operation Black Vote, a national
and internationally renowned race
equality organisation. In the last
25 years Lord Woolley has helped transform our
political and civic institutions, ensuring they are
inclusive and representative.

Full details of all LJS adult education courses can be found in the Learning Circle brochure:
go to www.ljs and click on Learning to view.
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Rimon Corner
Student Rabbi Matt Turchin updates us on Rimon’s
activities during the festival period
A Sense of Rosh Hashanah
Rosh Hashanah is the sweetness of childhood,
The taste of apple and honey making me feel happy.
The aroma of warm chicken soup with matzah balls floating.
It tastes yummy and makes me feel good inside
Apple is yummy and it makes the whole world!

Tom, Dan and Ben Eshed O’Dowell’s
delightful shoebox sukkah

The cry of the shofar wakes up my soul.
It brings the possibility of renewal
And the chance to connect with friends and family.
To mend the errors of the past, see the world through fresh eyes
And be a better person for the new year.
The above poem was written by several of our Rimon students
during a collaborative session run by Susannah Alexander,
following our Rimon Family Rosh Hashanah service on 19
September.
Yom Kippur allowed our Rimon teachers the opportunity to get
in on the creativity by making a special video for our students
depicting the story of the prophet Jonah, a traditional Yom Kippur
text. For those of you who haven’t seen it – or wish to view it again! –
here is the link: https://youtu.be/8Ssw_ePtqS4
Even though Rimon was not officially in session on 3 October for
Sukkot, the activities continued with online offerings from four
of our teachers for the morning of Sukkot: Caroline Hagard ran a
session for our youngest members, welcoming the Chatoolosaurus
and singing holiday songs together; Rosie Cohen led the students
in a science experiment, reflecting on the relationship between
water and Sukkot; Leah Michie guided us in the process of making
a mini-sukkah at home; and Susannah Alexander tempted us with
a special new year’s recipe for apple roses.

The roof of Arthur and Freddie
Grant’s beautiful shoebox sukkah

Roxy and Jazzy Lang’s
tasty-looking edible sukkah

We wish these young members of the LJS a very happy birthday in November and December
November
Kaila Brooks
Sam Cooper
Marni Dagtoglou
Bertie Davis
Floriana Davis
Sidney Gruber
Axel Munthe Sforza
Natalie Ohana-Cole
Freddie Price

Leora Sternberg
Nina Williams
Seth Williams
Abe Wolchover
Yahel Yaroshevski
December
Manny Baum Appignanesi
Eva Bielawski
Ari Cohen
Beatrice Cohen
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Dean Cumerlato
Lyla Cumerlato
Ambrose Davies-Benjamin
Matilda Delijani
Jonah Dellal
Leo Gavshon
Sophie Gold
Arthur Grant
Jazzy Lang
Tara Moran

Alice Osband
Elio Parisi-Mills
Max Phillips
Grace Rogers
Jacob Simon
Noah Simon
Jacob Sinclair
Benjamin Tombs
Finlay Tyler
Lauren Warshaw

WE SHALL CARRY ON

The Liberal Jewish Synagogue

Extracts from the LJS newsletter of 7 November 1940

“Our Synagogue was very badly damaged in a recent night air raid.

Mercifully, however, no one was hurt. There was a number of people in
the public shelter in the basement when the bomb fell, but except for a
few scratches they all escaped injury. It may be some time before we can
know the exact extent of the damage to the building; but it is obvious
that we shall not be able to use the Synagogue itself, it is half wrecked.
We can only hope that some portion of the rest of the building will be
usable. In any case, we
mean to carry on.”

“ The enemy has
largely destroyed our
building; our response
will be strengthened
spirit. We shall not
The interior of the old LJS synagogue
only carry on our
congregational life, but I hope we shall do so with even increased
determination and zeal. We shall show as a congregation the nation’s
spirit of resolute determination. Whatever the enemy does, he shall
not affect our work.”
“And when victory comes, we shall rebuild what he has destroyed.

Our Synagogue will arise again in its former beauty, enriched by the
honour of scars received in the battle for the nation and civilisation.”
Israel I. Mattuck

Many thanks to Cinde Lee and Jenny Nathan for researching these extracts
and the photograph. Please also see Jenny’s article on page 8.

Patrons
Joy and Richard Desmond
Véronique and David Herz
Jo Kessler
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Over to you! Send in your favourite Jewish word

Executive Director
Lysa Schwartz

LJS News has plans for an article on Members’ and Friends’ favourite
Jewish word – a word or expression in Hebrew, Yiddish, Ladino or
any other language specifically associated with the Jewish people.

Nursery Head Teacher
Caroline Villiers

Please say in a few sentences what the word is and why it is a
favourite – perhaps the sound of it, what it means to you, who in your
life uses or used it, and any other reasons why it is a favourite.
Please send your contribution to newsletter@ljs.org by
Sunday 22 November. We look forward to hearing from you!
Final copy date for the January/February 2021 issue of LJS News is
Monday 30 November. Copy and ideas should be emailed to: newsletter@ljs.org
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In case of bereavement:
In oﬀice hours, call 020 7432 1298
At other times, call 020 8958 2112
(Calo’s)

